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From: Newsletter@Insight-Info.com (Newsletter@Insight-Info.com)
To: merahza@yahoo.com
Date: Monday, July 16, 2007 1:54:22 AM
Subject: The essence of the Bilderberg secret society

The essence of the Bilderberg secret society: the hidden government of
the world
By: Sayyid Yaser Jibria’ili
Researching international relationships pulls back the curtain on the apparent ‘different’
essences of western governments and shows that they all are moving in a single direction – a
direction where the politics and economics of one country are not mentioned and political
systems can only be defined in. If America and Europe have small differences they are together
in their slogans of democracy, freedom, human rights and neo-liberalism economics, although
they defame democracy, take away freedom, work against human rights, and enslave the third
world. But, western governments benefit from their propagation and censuring the realties of the
world and have stood up to the awareness of the general public. This single direction and unity
speaks of an architect behind the scenes who wants the world to spin around his desires by
deciding the direction and defining the principles. Who is this architect? What person or group
gives daily orders to the world? Is it possible for a small group to govern the world and choose
the leaders of its countries? Who chooses the prices of oil and gold?
By taking a group of the largest capitalists in the world, the heads of the most popular and
effective media outlets, the leaders of industrial countries, influential people in international
politics, and… into mind it is not difficult to imagine a ‘group of architects.’
Wednesday, May 30th 2007 a report of a super-secret meeting that was taking place in Turkey
was leaked. But, only the date and city (the first to third of June in Istanbul ) was mentioned,
adding that it was secret. There was no mention of what the Bilderberg meeting was going to be
about, the names of the participants and after the meeting there was no mention about what was
decided. The archives of news reports show that there were other meetings similar to this that
took place before. A more thorough research of this secret organization can be done with the
archives of Kayhan titled Bilderberg: essence and goals which was printed in 1957. What
follows is a research done on Bilderberg.
Bilderberg is an international secret organization which is looked at with suspicion by various
political groups. Many call it the world’s secret government. Zionists, in achieving their goals of
ruling the world and establishing a world government under their control, after planning on how
to take over political, economic, and media powers of the world have realized that they must
gather these powers and feed them from an intellectual and ideological source. Bilderberg is this
ideological source which gathers the political leaders of the world, the heads of large financial
companies who control the world’s market, and intellectuals in the fields of politics, society, and
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media once a year and give them instructions for the upcoming year behind closed doors.
This organization is under the control of Zionists and they place whatever tools necessary for
achieving their goals into its hands. Benefiting from the media and large financial sources, they
put those who they want into power in various countries. They choose the price of oil and gold
by using their power in the World Bank and international business organizations. They legislate
laws in various countries by using their social and legal strength which prevent any movements
which are against Zionist goals.
According to evidence at hand, America’s and Europe’s relationship through NATO, creating a
European market, the coming to power of Clinton, Blair, and many others whose names remain
hidden, Margret Thatcher’s resignation, the Persian Gulf war, the European movement,
destroying Jan Mari Lupin’s face (a French nationalist), sanctioning Argentina, and dividing
Germany into two parts –west and east, were all decided upon in Bilderberg meetings.
Bilderberg is after creating a world government – a government whose economics, politics, and
even religion would be one-dimensional: Zionism.
Bilderberg annual meetings take place in one of the world’s five star hotels under strict security.
As Zionists consider the secret of their success to be secrecy, no media form is permitted
entrance to the meeting. The hotel of choice is put under severe surveillance from 48 hours
before the meeting. CIA agents and agents from the country where the meeting takes place are
stationed throughout the hotel. They control everything that takes place for a few kilometers
around the hotel and in cases of necessity kill questionable people. The host country buys out
the hotel with money provided by the Bilderberg financial sources. The names of participants
remain secret. The host country even does not issue visas for the participants. The issues
discussed in the meeting also remain a secret and no member has the right to discuss what was
discussed.
All entrances and exits in the building that the meeting takes place are watched for four days.
The fruit and food that is prepared for the participants are also examined. The question of the
critics is this: if the purposes behind these meetings are not planning against nations and
countries, are not enslaving the third world, establishing the public opinion, and advancing the
evil goals of Zionism, then why is the democratic principle of open discussion being observed in
Bilderberg?
For many years even the place and time of the Bilderberg meetings were not leaked but brave
reporters tailed the Bilderbergs and obtained evidence worthy of looking at. (These reporters and
the evidence that they found will be mentioned in this paper.)
Since the heads of most large media outlets serve Bilderberg they never do anything to bring this
hidden organization into the open. Gordon Tether, a writer for the English Financial Times, was
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fired for only asking a few questions about the Bilderberg meetings in 1974.
Brief History
The first Bilderberg meetings were held on May 29th – 31st, 1954 in the Bilderberg Hotel owned
by Prince Bernhard of Holland . Joseph Retinger, a Jew and political advisor to Prince Bernhard
who, a few years after laying the foundations for the European movement in 1948, suggested
establishing this group in order to achieve the Zionists goals. After he got Bernhard ‘approval he
traveled around Europe and to America and met with ministers, presidents, leaders, industrial
managers, and non-communist legislators. He invited them to an unofficial meeting in Holland .
This meeting which took place for the first time was held in the Bilderberg Hotel and later
continued using the same name.
Retinger was able to bring America and Europe together in such a way that George Mckay, a
high official in America ’s foreign ministry, claimed that misunderstandings between Europe
and America were solved in the first Bilderberg meetings.
The success of the first meeting caused the organizers to plan for annual Bilderberg meetings. A
permanent organizational committee was founded and Retinger, the Jew, was its head. In
addition to organizing meetings and issuing invitations this committee gathered the names of
participants and detailed information about them. It was like an unofficial channel was also
developed so that Bilderberg members were able to secretly communicate with each other.
Zionism was able to step further than Europe and obtain America in serving their interests. Since
1954, almost yearly the powerful and rich Zionist leaders would meet in a fancy hotel in which
they (mostly Jews) would discuss the future of the world.
As was alluded to earlier, due to the influence of the participants of Bilderberg meetings,
whatever decision was made would in and of itself become enforced. As CNN reported,
Bilderberg is the international political guide behind closed doors and all official open meetings
(ex. G8) and the decisions announced from them are only a show (in 2003, similar to this year,
the G8 summit took place only a few days after the Bilderberg meeting).
Now it is clear why America and Europe have joined forces against Russia . The only issue that
remains unsolved – American missiles being held in Europe - turned the G8 Summit this year
into a debate between Bush and Putin. Russia does not have a place in the Bilderberg meetings
and their policies regarding Israel are different from what America and Europe agree upon.
Russia ’s seat in the 2007 Bilderberg meeting was vacant and a debate with Moscow was the
only thing remaining to discuss in the G8 Summit.
Bilderberg participants
Ritengar, the founder of Bilderberg was its head until his death in 1960. He wrote its
constitution as well. He says the following about Bilderberg participants: any citizens or any
country who stand up to defend ethical principles and believes in the values of western culture
and spreading it has a share in Bilderberg and is worthy of being invited to the meetings. But,
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since the success of the meetings depends on the participants, important people are invited so
that by using their influence and special knowledge in national and international affairs,
Bilderberg can reach their goals.
Participants are usually large bankers, war specialists, heads of popular and influential media
outlets, key ministers, international capitalists, and political leaders of Europe and North
America . According to evidence at hand some members of Bilderberg can be the heads of
media outlets such as Lu Figero, Economist, Times, Herald Times… and people like Donald
Rumsfeld, the former war minister of America, David Rockefeller, a billionaire and
international oil-monger, Henry Kissenger, and former American secretary of state, Paul
Wolfowitz, the head of the World Bank who quit, Dick Cheney, Bush’s vice president, and the
heads of large international companies such as Nokia, Coca Cola, Microsoft, Pepsi, and many
more.
Brave Reporters
There has been no list of participants or minutes from the meetings published by Bilderberg in
its 53 years of existence. But, Jim Tucker and Alex Jones are reporters who where successful
after years of following and research, in obtaining useful information about the members of
Bilderberg. Tucker spent 35 years of his life following Bilderberg. He is a sports analysis in the
non-famous newspaper Spotlight, but after he found out about Bilderberg in the 70s he started
the cat-and-mouse game with its members. Tucker said that his purpose was to expose the evil
essence of Bilderberg by saying that they hate him because he will not easily allow Bilderberg to
rule the world.
This brave reporter was the first person to research about the place of the Bilderberg meetings.
Maybe the reason that in recent years the organizational committee would announce the time
and place of the meetings is because of the evidence that Tucker collected.
He knew that the Bilderberg meetings always take place in May or June at one of the world’s
five star hotels. Sometimes the media sources at the disposal of Bilderbeg fake the general
public and announce the name of another hotel as their meeting place. But, Taken knows how to
get around these tricks, he refers to all of the five star hotels in the city mentioned and asks for a
room one the day of the meeting. When he was sure which hotel did not perform any services on
that day he would start he next level of investigation.
In 1999 the Bilderberg meetings took place in Portugal and Tucker and found out about the hotel
that the Bilderberg meeting was taking place in Santana. He then called the hotel’s office:
“I’m sorry; I was invited to the Bilderberg meeting but lost my invitation card. Did I call the
right number? Is the meeting taking place here?”
“Yes, this is the place where you must come.”
CIA agents found out about Tucker’s presence in Portugal and followed him. He was taking
photos around the hotel and then quickly escaped with his English partner. As the CIA agents
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were following their car his English partner contacted the British embassy in Portugal and asked
for help. The answer from the embassy was:
“Bilderberg is larger than us. We are very small, only a small embassy. The only help that we
can give is to tell you to quickly go to your residence and stay there.” Tucker and his partner
with much difficulty fled from the CIA and saved their lives.
Tucker’s strategy is to station himself near the hotel and take pictures of cars that enter the area
of the hotel. He finds out who everyone is. He saw all of the following people enter the place
where the Bilderberg meeting was taking place: David Rockefeller (the head of the Manhattan
Bank), Umberto Agnelli (the head of Fiat), Vernon Jordan (a close friend of Bill Clinton), Henry
Kissenger (a leader of Bilderberg), Richard Holbrooke (a former representative of America to
the United Nations), Robert Zoellick (America’s under-secretary of state), Conrad Belk (the
head of the newspaper Daily Times and 480 publishing companies around the globe), and many
other powerful, influential personalities in different fields.
Tucker, titled the forerunner in the war against Bilderberg, is aware of all open and hidden
dimensions of this secret organization. He says that Bilderberg members have ruled the world
since 1954. In his opinion Bilderberg members decide when wars start, how long they will last,
and when they will end.
Tucker’s message to the world is that he wants people to understand that these meetings are not
normal secret meetings where intellectuals gather and discuss various issues. Bilderberg
members have almost the whole world in their hands. He says that whoever accepts what he
says has helped “himself” greatly.
Along with Tucker, Alexis Jones, one of the people who run the site Prisonplanet.com, is
another person who has leaked information about Bilderberg. He was successful in his trip to
Ottawa , Canada last year to obtain a complete list of the participants in meeting held in Canada
(June 8-11 2006).
The 2007 meeting in Istanbul
Zionism in this year also gathered the political and economic leaders, big bankers and members
of the European commission, as well as big western personalities. It was said that the 2007
meeting was held to discuss a unified America consisting of western countries with a new
currency called ‘Amro’ (American-European), to choose the new head of the World Bank, to
decide how to deal with Russia, to choose the new president of America, and Iran’s nuclear
program.
Jones report (internet site) wrote that one of the main issues in the 2007 Bilderberg meeting was
America ’s and Europe’s concern over Russia ’s power in the field of energy. According to the
words of an American participant, Russia after its depression has stood up to a one-sided world
and is trying its best to weaken this dimension (NATO).
Jim Tucker also believes that due to European countries million dollar investments in Iran , they
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will stand up to any American theory of military confrontation with Iran .
On May 7, 2007 Turkey ’s embassy in America confirmed that the Bilderberg meetings will take
place in Istanbul on the first to the third of June, but they did not announce the exact location of
the meeting. There are over 100 hotels in Istanbul so it would not be easy to find the exact place
of the meeting.
Bilderberg (who has lost its former complete secrecy – tens of reporters are trying to find out its
essence) tried to put a good face on this meeting by using the media sources in Turkey that are
under its control. They also sent the reporters 64 kilometers away from the real site of the
meeting by announcing a fake place. Some Turkish newspapers wrote that this meeting would
be held in the Klasis hotel on the outskirts of Istanbul . But Tucker, said one day before the
meetings were supposed to start, on the 31st of May, that he is 99 percent sure that the meetings
will be held at the Ritz Carlton Hotel in Istanbul. He said that the reason behind this was the
presence of many police around that hotel.
Ritz Carlton ’s official site also showed that there were no vacancies on the first to the third of
June. Tucker said that security forces and secret police kept a close eye on him. The police
surrounded the area of the hotel and controlled the whole area. The Ritz Carlton hotel has a 2403
square meter conference hall. Pictures taken of the hotel clearly show that the Ritz Carlton is
prepared to host such secret meetings. The existence of a jungle and a lake around the hotel has
turned it into an island.
Guessing the participants of the 2007 Bilderberg meeting was not difficult. Wolfowitz told a
Turkish reporter that he would soon come to Istanbul to take part in a secret meeting.
People like Henry Kissinger - the Jew -, David Rockefeller, Beatrix (Prince Bernhard’s
daughter), and tens of others whose identity has been leaked beforehand. In this state, Taker,
Jones, Daniel Stalin, and other Bilderberg deciphers were able to identify new faces in the 2007
meetings.
Jonesreport website wrote on the first on June quoting their source from inside Bilderberg that
Robert Zoellick, a candidate for the head position in the World Bank promised Bilderberg that
he would spend all his effort in strengthening this unified world government. Bilderberg decided
to give Zoellick the position. One day later the Financial Times newspaper leaked from media
outlets controlled by Bilderberg that it is certain that Robert Zoellick will become the next head
of the World Bank. After Wolfowitz left, the World Bank in order to take the neo-liberlist
policies of Bilderberg forward architected the North American Free Trade Agreement
(NAFTA).
Rick Perry is a new face in the 2007 meetings. He is the governor of Texas whose liaison office
recognized that he was in the Istanbul meetings. Tucker believes that Bilderberg has considered
him the practical president of America . Tucker said that if Perry participates in the next years
Bilderberg meetings he can be considered one of the most likely to enter the White House in the
future.
The 2007 Bilderberg meetings concluded and its members took the year’s orders to their
respective countries so the policy of creating a single world government run by the Zionists
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could come closer to reality. Will Zionist leaders be able to reach this desire of theirs? Are there
tools which can be used to prevent this?
Sources:
The
Guardian
newspaper
http://www.newsconfidential.com/,
http://www.jonesreport.com/

http://www.bilderberg.org/,
March
10,
2001,
http://www.prisonplanet.com/, http://www.infowars.net/,

-----Inline Attachment Follows-----
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